Policy Innovations Needed to Secure Tomorrow

What's Coming
- Mandatory Infrastructure
- Workforce
- Disaster Mitigation

Public Private Partnership
- Empower Companies
- Impose Cost as the Adversary

We Lack Data

Where Do Trust?
- Industry Spending Their Cybersecurity Money in the Right Place

States are Not Working Autonomous

Are We Making Progress?

The Brits Are Doing It Well

They Are a Lot More Permeable

How Do We Shift the Business Case to Be Taken Seriously?

What Are the Proxy Actions

What's the Right Balance?

Historically, We Haven't Articulated the Problem Well

Industries Need to Make the Right Decision

Ensure Resources Are Available

Collaborating

Bring Everybody in, Create Trust

What Does Success Look Like?

What Can You Do?

Gov Needs to Incentivize - Decision
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Privacy & Cybersecurity Connected?